In [2] , we considered the problem of constructing smooth proper imbeddings, θ, and showed that if a is characteristic (dual to w 2 (τ(M) ), the only obstruction to the existence of θ is an Arf invariant which is equal to the Milnor-Kervaire number ( = (signature (ikf) -a α:/8)(mod 2)) when M is closed and that if a is ordinary (not dual to W 2 (τ(M)) there is no obstruction. This suggests two problems: (1) Can θ always be arranged to be topologically locally flat, and (2) can θ always be arranged to be P. L.?
Here is our "handle cancellation" theorem:
Note. The P. L. category is convenient here since handle decompositions always exists. on L lf the level after the 1-handles are attached, each consisting of (D\ x pt.) for some pt. 6 dDT' 1 and an arc in N -{D\ x dDΓ 1 }. We claim that the latter arcs may be chosen so that each curve, c i9 is
is an isomorphism. The arcs may be chosen (since > π x (M) is epic) so that each c t represents 0 6 π^M) and, therefore, Oeπ^X).
Let {7j} be the disjoint simple closed curves in L γ along which the 2-handles {h 5 } are attached. Picking paths to the base pt., *, {y t } determines relations {τ ό } and π^X) = π^LJKrj).
Choosing a path from d to *, we have [cj e <?•, •>. So [cj = Tll=ιU k x k Uk l where u k 6 π^L) and % e {r jf rj 1 }. For each curve c if introduce a trivial oriented (2-handle, 3-handle) pair. Let h\ be the new 2-handle. Choose a path from dh\ to *. Now perform a sequence of ^-handle passings. h\ should be passed over the oriented (+ or -as x k = r s or rj 1 ) 2-handles corresponding to x i9 , x Λ along arcs corresponding to the elements u x % n . The framing along each arc is immaterial so long as it restricts at the end points to a framing induced by the orientation of each 2-handle. Let {TJ be the curves along which {hi} are attached after the above handle passings. y t is homotopic to c t . By the handle cancellation lemma [3] , attaching 2-handles to {cj would result in a product N x J. Since homotopy type depends is the topological imbedding with the claimed properties.
